we
I sent Piers to find Jonah and ask him to straighten
things out with the host of the inn,
" But, my dear/' said AdHe, " what will you do for
a bath ? "
I put her small hand to my lips.
" Come with me, Amaryllis," said I, " and turn my
Georgia into an Eclogue."
Two minutes later I had a change of clothing and we
were out of the house.   We made our way up stream,
and half a mile on we found an excellent pool* Here was
a little foot-bridge, leading I know not where, but, when
I had stripped, it made me a landing-stage.   The flow
of the stream was gentle, and the water was dear and
warm : as I let myself sink to the gravel, I knew that
comfortable refreshment which steals between the lines
of Solomon's song.   Ophelia died kindly.   The Malm-
sey which Clarence preferred never made so indulgent
a bed.   And whilst I dived and floundered, my wife
„ leaned against the oak hand-rail, bare-headed and slim
and smiling, and looking as though she belonged to
some Nursery Rhyme which has not come down through
the ages, but, because the gods loved it, died young.
«,   Night stole in as we sauntered the way we had come
and hung a moon in the heaven to light oar steps : a
nightingale was singing in a thicket, and far in the
distance I heard the drone of some car that was
climbing some hill:  ahead of us the inn was glowing
like the jolly mansion of some gnome, and the cool,
soft air about us was charged with the simple perfmne
of new-mown hay,
AdMe, her slight arm m mine, inhaled luxuriously.
" Mown with a scythe," she said.   " No machine-oil:
hay ever smeHed so sweet.   The Middle Ages had
whkh we're doing our best to lose,"

